LIABILITY WAIVER
Undersigned…………………………………...………(name)…………………………..……………
………………..……..(address)………………………………………………….… (date and time of
birth)…..…………….………..…(license plate number)……………………………. (vehicle type)
…………………………….………….(driving license number)….…………..…………………….…
(mobile)…………..……………..……………………………………………………(e-mail address),
Phone number of a relative: ……………...……………………….
as the participant of the Hungaroring Track day (furthermore Event), I declare with the
knowledge of my criminal and civil liability, that during the Event:
-

-

-

-

-

I drive the above specified vehicle on my own responsibility (risk bearing);
I completely follow the instructions of the race control, instructors and the marshals;
I meet all conditions for driving the vehicle, I own all the necessary document and
license;
my health condition allows me to participate in the Event, I am in a suitable condition to
drive, I am not under the influence of any drugs or alcohol;
I bind myself to disclaim/abdicate any recompense or compensation claim against
Hungaroring Sport Zrt.;
I acknowledge that the above specified vehicle I drive, is not covered by insurance;
I understand and agree that I am personally responsible for any kind of damage caused
on the racetrack and the vehicle, in the Hungaroring circuit or in any facility of the
Hungaroring circuit by my vehicle, or by person;
the judgement of the accidents which may occur on the race track are not based on the
rules and regulations valid for road traffic. The crashes usually count as race accidents.
I acknowledge the recommendation for additional insurance;
I acknowledge that CCTV is operated during the Event. I understand the possibility that
I may appear on the footages – as the user of the race track – and I bind myself to
disclaim/abdicate any recompense or compensation claim which may arise from these
footages against Hungaroring Sport Zrt., the Organizers of the Event, the recorder and
the legitimate users of the footage.
I confirm that I follow all the rules and measures, in particular the noise limit regulations
and other instructions set by the Hungaroring, in operation within the area, without
disturbing any further events at the Hungaroring;
I confirm that I have read and accepted the Data Management document on managing
my personal data given in this document.

By signing this liability waiver, I hereby declare that I have read and understood the
conditions, the rules and this waiver. I accept the content of this waiver, agree with all
terms and conditions and blinded by this document.

Mogyoród, 2022…………………….……….

Signature………………………………………....

MOTORSPORT IS DANGEROUS!

